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This is an explanatory bulletin for the mechanism of free checked-in baggage on all domestic flights

Policy:
Piece concept for free allowance checked-in baggage is applied on all domestic flights that aren’t being a
part of international flights, as follows:

1. First/ Business class:
Guests are entitled to carry two pieces of luggage, not exceeding 25 KG, with dimensions not more than
(158) cm.

2. Guest class:
Guests are entitled to carry one piece of luggage, not exceeding 25 KG, with dimensions not more than 158
cm.

3. Al-Fursan (Gold / Silver), SkyTeam ( Elite / Elite Plus ) members:
Allowed to carry one free extra piece not exceeding 23KG, in addition to the free allowed checked in
baggage according to the traveling class.

Note:
Each piece shouldn’t exceed 25KG, with maximum of 32KG and SAR100 will be charged as excess weight.

: يرجى التواصل مع،إذا كان لديك أي استفسار أو تعليق
If you have any question or comment, please contact:

gdssupport@saudiairlines.com
This bulletin is binding application and it is for
distribution to Travel Service Providers.
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Extra baggage fees:
 100 SAR will be collected for each extra piece that is more than what is allowed for every travel class.
 100 SAR is collected, in case the baggage exceeds the dimensions of (158 cm but less than 205 cm).
 If the baggage exceeds 23KG, then the passenger is requested to rearrange his/her baggage belongings
until it reaches the allowed weight.
 If the piece’s dimensions are more than 205 cm, and can’t be divided, then it has to be shipped via cargo.
 In case baggage exceeds allowed number of pieces for each class, but falls within allowed weight, then 100
SAR is collected for each extra piece.
Example:
Guest with first class ticket, and has a checked-in baggage, came to airport with three pieces weighing (50)
KG, in this case Saudia collects the fee of the extra piece only, even if the total weight didn’t exceed 50KG.

Table explaining allowed baggage:
Travel class
First & business
Economy

Adult & Child
2 Pieces
Each doesn’t exceed
23KG
1 Piece not exceeding
25KG

Al-Fursan Gold & Silver
Elite/Elite plus
1 Extra piece not
exceeding 23KG
1 Extra piece not
exceeding 23KG

Infant

1 Piece not
exceeding 10KG
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